Fuel Hose –
Make the Right Choice
™
FUEL HOSE FROM NBH

Fuel Hose Basics
Hose construction includes:
Tube: Is designed to contain the fuel being transported without
reacting to the fuel. Different fuel line tubes are chemically
compounded to handle gasoline, E-85 fuel, Ethanol, Methanol,
Diesel and Biodiesel up to B100.

Barrier: Today only SAE 30R14 (Barricade-type hose) is required
to have a barrier. Each manufacturer has their own idea of what
material makes the perfect barrier. NAPA Belts/Hose uses a special
nylon that is patent pending. This patent pending process delivers
the least permeation (fuel seeping though the hose) of any other
hose on the market.

Reinforcement: To achieve the desired working pressure for
a fuel hose fabric is either woven or spiraled over the tube. The
more fabric and tighter weave or spiral gives a higher working
pressure. Barricade fuel hose has a working pressure of 50 PSI
while MPI fuel injection hose has a 180 PSI working pressure.

Cover: Has two functions; 1) it protects the underlying components,
and, 2) to reduce the harmful effects of the environment including
ozone, temperature, and moisture.
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Basic Fuel Injection Emission System
The basic fuel injection system utilizes a combination of metal tubing, PVC hard
plastic, and rubber hoses in a re-circulating system. Fuel is circulated from the fuel
tank via the fuel pump/sending unit to the fuel rail on the engine. Any residual fuel
that is not burned will flow through the emission system where vapors are broken
down in a charcoal canister and liquid fuel is returned to the fuel tank.
Fuel injection hose is used at a number
of points in th fuel injection system.
These can include:
A: Where the fuel tank meets up with metal hose
that runs from the tank to the engine compartment.

A
B

D

B: From the entry to the engine compartment to the fuel rail
C: From the fuel cannister to the back
to the fuel tank return line
D: From the fuel tank return line to the fuel tank.
The flexible rubber fuel line is attached to metal or PVC lines
via quick-disconnect, clamps, or crimped fittings in most cases.
Fuel injection hose is used wherever hose flexibility is necessary and usually in 6" to 2' lengths.
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Types of Hoses
Fuel line hoses are not all made the same.
Fuel hose manufacturers use different tube,
barrier, reinforcement, and cover materials
which determine whether that hose meets
various industry specifications. In summary,
NAPA fuel hose comes in four construction
grades depending upon the requirements
of that hose.

• Submersible Fuel Line
• Fuel Injection (MPI) Hose
• Barricade Fuel Line
• Standard Fuel Line
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Submersible Fuel Hose
Standard fuel hose is designed to handle fuel on the inside
only. Submersible fuel line must meet or exceed the SAE
30R10 rating as it is designed and manufactured for
constant contact with fuel on both the inside and outside.
NAPA Belts/Hose Submersible fuel line not only exceeds
SAT 30R10 but is capable of handling gasoline, ethanol,
diesel, bio-diesel, methanol, E-85, and sour gas. It is
compatible with these fuels in fully immersed, mobile,
stationary and marine applications. NAPA Belts/Hose
Submersible fuel line utilizes a fluoroelastomer tube cover
to resist gas permeation and inhibit aging as well as an
Aramid Fiber reinforcement–the same material used in
bullet proof vests–to resist breakdown from modern
fuel additives.
Note: Because of its special usage requirements,
Submersible Fuel Line is not shown on the comparison
charts in the following pages. The charts compare Fuel
Line that is intended for internal only transporting fuel.
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Differences in Hoses
NBH FUEL HOSE FEATURES
1 gr/m2 permeation
Handles high pressure fuel injection lines

STANDARD
FUEL LINE

BARRICADE
FUEL LINE

MPI
HOSE

Permeation
Various specifications call for limits in the amount of fuel
that can leech through the hose walls and get into the
atmosphere. The California Air Resource Board (CARB)

Use on 1985 and newer vehicles

recently enacted a requirement limiting the amount of fuel

Use on pre-1985 carbureted vehicles

permeation to less than 15 grams/square meter on small

Use on EEC and PVC lines

engines. Both Barricade and MPI hoses exceed these specs.

SAE30R9 approved
SAE30R14 approved
CARB approved
(15 gr/m2 or less permeation)
(-40º to 257ºF) Temperature Rating
(-40º to 302ºF) Temperature Rating

NAPA Belts/Hose Barricade hose utilizes Greenshield™
technology to actually limit permeation to only 1 gram/
square meter. This technology adds a special barrier
that keeps fuel in the hose and out of the atmosphere.
NAPA Belts/Hose fuel injection hose utilizes a fluoroelastomer liner that also limits permeation to levels

(35 to 50 PSI) Pressure Rating
(to 180 PSI) Pressure Rating
Multi-Fuel Compatible: Ethanol,
Methanol, Diesel, Bio-Diesel, E-85,
Gasoline, Sour Gas
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of 1 gram/square meter.

Differences in Hoses
continued
NBH FUEL HOSE FEATURES
1 gr/m2 permeation
Handles high pressure fuel injection lines

STANDARD
FUEL LINE

BARRICADE
FUEL LINE

MPI
HOSE

High Pressure Systems
Most U.S. passenger cars and light trucks used carbureted fuel
delivery systems prior to 1985. Fuel hose with 35 to 50 PSI
pressure ratings are fine for these vehicles. 1985 and newer

Use on 1985 and newer vehicles
Use on pre-1985 carbureted vehicles

systems for the most part. Fuel injection systems require

Use on EEC and PVC lines

high pressure hose (150 PSI) that withstands higher system

SAE30R9 approved

pressures and avoids potential fire or explosion possibilities.

SAE30R14 approved

NAPA Belts/Hose MPI fuel injection hose is rated to 180 PSI.

CARB approved
(15 gr/m2 or less permeation)

Use on EEC and PVC lines

(-40º to 257ºF) Temperature Rating

All NAPA Belts/Hose fuel line is suitable for EEC and PVC

(-40º to 302ºF) Temperature Rating

lines. Depending on the diameter of the hose, NBH fuel line

(35 to 50 PSI) Pressure Rating

is rated at 10 In. Hg minimum vacuum rating.

(to 180 PSI) Pressure Rating
Multi-Fuel Compatible: Ethanol,
Methanol, Diesel, Bio-Diesel, E-85,
Gasoline, Sour Gas
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Differences in Hoses
continued
NBH FUEL HOSE FEATURES
1 gr/m2 permeation
Handles high pressure fuel injection lines

STANDARD
FUEL LINE

BARRICADE
FUEL LINE

MPI
HOSE

SAE and EPA approval
SAE and EPA requirements relate to hose performance for
different fuel hose usage. The important thing to remember
is that different hoses are constructed to meet various EPA

Use on 1985 and newer vehicles
Use on pre-1985 carbureted vehicles
Use on EEC and PVC lines
SAE30R9 approved
SAE30R14 approved
CARB approved
(15 gr/m2 or less permeation)
(-40º to 257ºF) Temperature Rating
(-40º to 302ºF) Temperature Rating
(35 to 50 PSI) Pressure Rating
(to 180 PSI) Pressure Rating
Multi-Fuel Compatible: Ethanol,
Methanol, Diesel, Bio-Diesel, E-85,
Gasoline, Sour Gas
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and SAE requirements. The chart details which hose
is approved to each spec.

Differences in Hoses
continued
NBH FUEL HOSE FEATURES
1 gr/m2 permeation
Handles high pressure fuel injection lines
Use on 1985 and newer vehicles
Use on pre-1985 carbureted vehicles
Use on EEC and PVC lines
SAE30R9 approved
SAE30R14 approved
CARB approved
(15 gr/m2 or less permeation)
(-40º to 257ºF) Temperature Rating
(-40º to 302ºF) Temperature Rating
(35 to 50 PSI) Pressure Rating
(to 180 PSI) Pressure Rating
Multi-Fuel Compatible: Ethanol,
Methanol, Diesel, Bio-Diesel, E-85,
Gasoline, Sour Gas
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STANDARD
FUEL LINE

BARRICADE
FUEL LINE

MPI
HOSE

Temperature Rating
Temperature ratings are important in fuel hose design
because late model vehicles with fuel injection delivery
systems are subjected to higher under-the-hood temperatures. NAPA Belts/Hose MPI hose is rated from
-40ºF to 302ºF and is approved for fuel injection systems.

Differences in Hoses
continued
NBH FUEL HOSE FEATURES
1 gr/m2 permeation
Handles high pressure fuel injection lines
Use on 1985 and newer vehicles
Use on pre-1985 carbureted vehicles
Use on EEC and PVC lines
SAE30R9 approved
SAE30R14 approved
CARB approved
(15 gr/m2 or less permeation)
(-40º to 257ºF) Temperature Rating
(-40º to 302ºF) Temperature Rating
(35 to 50 PSI) Pressure Rating
(to 180 PSI) Pressure Rating
Multi-Fuel Compatible: Ethanol,
Methanol, Diesel, Bio-Diesel, E-85,
Gasoline, Sour Gas
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STANDARD
FUEL LINE

BARRICADE
FUEL LINE

MPI
HOSE

Fuel Compatibility
All three hoses handle gasoline, gasohol, diesel, ethanol,
methanol and sour gas. Only Barricade and MPI will handle
bio-diesel up to B100 to 135ºC essentially covering all
recently produced fuels that would be encountered.

Fuel Hose Selection
Fuel Hose Selection is important.
When selecting a fuel hose it is imperative to consider
these factors:
1. system pressure
2. fuel type
3. underhood temperatures
4. permeation
Ask questions and look for indications that will lead
you to make the correct fuel hose recommendation.

Basic rules to remember include:
Fuel injection vehicles
Carbureted vehicles/small engines
In tank applications
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Recommend MPI Fuel Injection due to high system pressures
Recommend Barricade Hose to handle all fuels and reduce permeation
Recommend submersible fuel line

Barricade is the Green Choice

Barricade hose is designed for use on 1985 or older
passenger cars and light trucks with carbureted engines
and small power equipment. California’s CARB legislation
mandates that a hose with Barricade type low permeation be used on all small engine applications. The lower
permeation makes Barricade hose the environmentally
“green” choice everywhere. If Barricade or MPI hose
was used in place of standard fuel line hose when fuel
hose is replaced it would save millions of gallons of fuel
in the U.S. every year!
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NAPA Store
Barricade/MPI Hose Potential
By selling the correct hose for each fuel hose sales opportunity, a NAPA store could
realize significant sales revenue and gross profit potential. The chart below shows
the current sales mix between fuel line and MPI hose. The data below shows the
potential sales volumes if the correct hose for a given application is installed.
Sales $
Average fuel hose sold per store (feet)

Total $

872

Current % sold:
Standard Fuel Line

94%

$564.42

MPI Fuel Injection

6%

$244.08

Standard Fuel Line

10%

$60.17

MPI Fuel Injection

70%

$2,759.01

Barricade Fuel Line

20%

$204.05

$808.50

Estimated Sales if Correctly Applicated:

$3,023.23*

*Potential sales dollars assuming correct hose is sold. A NAPA store would see sales
revenue increase by $0.48 for every foot of Barricade Fuel Line or $3.83 for every
foot of MPI Fuel Injection hose sold.
Based on current average store sales of fuel hose at blue sheet.
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NAPA Dealer
Barricade/MPI Hose Potential
By selling the correct hose for each fuel hose sales opportunity, a dealer could
realize significant sales revenue and gross profit potential. The chart below shows
the current sales mix between fuel line and MPI hose for an average dealer, along
with potential sales volume if the correct hose for a given application is installed.
Sales $
Average fuel hose sold per dealer (feet)

Total $

100

Current % sold:
Standard Fuel Line

94%

$148.80

MPI Fuel Injection

6%

$66.90

Standard Fuel Line

10%

$15.50

MPI Fuel Injection

70%

$780.50

Barricade Fuel Line

20%

$56.00

$215.70

Estimated Sales if Correclty Applicated:

*Potential sales dollars assuming correct hose is sold. An average dealer
would see sales revenue increase by $1.15 for every foot of Barricade
Fuel Line or $9.50 for every foot of MPI Fuel Injection hose sold.
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$852.00*

Three Great Reasons
to Sell Barricade Hose
1

It’s Better for the Environment
Greenshield™ technology significantly lowers
fuel permeation, and meets CARB (California
Air Resource Board) specifications. This
means a smaller carbon footprint for you –
and your customer.

2

It Pays to Use It
Lower permeation means that customers
can recoup the cost in a matter of months.

3

It’s Compatible with All Fuels
It’s the only hose you need for any vehicle that
has a carburetor, and is compatible with gasohol,
diesel, ethanol, methanol, sour gas, and biodiesel up to B100@135ºC .
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pre 1985

Why MPI Hose?
1

It’s the Safe Thing to do.
Standard fuel hose is not designed to handle
high fuel injection pressures, and can leak—
wasting fuel and risking a fire under the hood.
MPI hose is rated to 180 psi.

2

It’s Better for the Environment
The fluoroelastomer liner used in MPI hose
significantly lowers fuel permeation, and
meets CARB specifications.

3

Fuel Compatibility
Use with gasoline, methanol, biodiesel
(up to 100% @ 135ºC), gasohol, sour gas,
and ethanol.
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1985 & newer

